Proof. B' = B rw(Si) is convex. If x1,x2eB'then there are yl,y2eB' such that yj^s^j fox j = 1,2. If 0< t < 1, x = ixx + (1 -i)*2 and J = 'J'i + (I-O.K2 then x.yeB' and y ^-S| x, so x e B'. We remark that A' is convex and compact, A' is convex and a1 is compact. Let xeL and e > 0. The set {y.yeL, Z,ii(y'-x1)2 < s2} is denoted by S(x,e). x is an interior point of a subset B of L if there is an 8 > 0 such that S(x,e) c B. Proof. W.L.G. i = 1 and ; = 2. We show firstly that K # 0 implies that B contains an interior point. If B has no interior points then there are points xx and x2 such that every y e B can be written as y = txx + (1 -f)x2, -00 < t < 00. Let xeK. x = t0xx + (1 -f0)x2. There are y¡ = ttxx + (1 -t¡)x2, y¡^Si* f°r / = 1,2. We have y2> x2and y\> x3 i.e., ^x2 + (1 -tx)x\ > r0x2 + (1 -r0)x2 and i^i + (1 -it)x| > t0x\ + (1 -r0) x2J. So (fj -i0)(x2 -x2) > 0 and (tx -t0) (x\ -x2) > 0. Therefore sgn(x2 -x2) = sgn(xi -x2). In the same way y2^-s2x implies that sgn (x\ -x2) = sgn(x¡ -x2). So the three differences xk -x\ have the same sign, which is impossible since Zt3= x x\ = Zt3= 1 x\. Now, let z be an interior point of B and yeK. For small positive t the points tz + (1 -t)y are interior points of K. Lemma 1.3. IfxeO =(~]f=1A'then x is an interior point of 0.
Proof. There are y^g.x for j = 1,2,3. We have: y\ > x2,y\ > x3,y\ > x1, y\ > x3,y\ > x1 and y\ > x2. There exist 0 < tk < 1 such that zk= tkyt +(l -tk)yk satisfy zkl = x1, k = 2,3. Since z\ > x3 and z\ < x3 there is a 0 < tx < 1 such that x = txz2 + (1 -tx)z3. So x is an interior point of the convex hull of {yx, y2, y3} and therefore of A. But if x e O is an interior point of A then x is also an interior point of 0. Lemma 1.4 . If B <=. L is convex, xx,x2 eB, x\ = x2, x\ < x\, x{ > x{ and y satisfies y' -x\, yJ = x{ and yk = x\ + xx -x2 then: y f B if and only if Bn{z: zSk = ySk} = 0. P.S.O. Lemma 1.5. Ifxe A'then there is a ye a1 such that y ^-s. x and for every e>0, S(y,e)nii#0.
Proof. Define/(z) = minjeSi(zJ -xJ)./receives its maximum in A' at a point License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use y which must be in a'. Since x e Â'fiy) > 0 and therefore y ^Si x. If 0^ t < 1 then ty + (1 -t)x is in A\ therefore for every s > 0 Siy, e) n .4' ^ 0. Proof. W.L.G.i = 2 and j = 3. If Â3 => A2 then aeF1 c D1 <=. A2 c À3. If a $ a3 then there is an xeA3 such that x ^-S3a. There is an g > 0 such that U = Si<x,e)C\AcA3. Now we show that if y e A2then y1 ^ a1. If there isaze^42 such that z1 > a1 then for a small positive ft/ = tz + (1 -i)<* satisfies »Sa1 and m e U. So we have uefl1 and u1 > a1 which is impossible. Next we show that ye A2 implies that y2 <¡ a2. Suppose that there is a zeA2 such that z2 > a2. If z1 = a1 then for a small positive tu = tz + (1 -r)oe satisfies u 6 U, u1 = a1 and u2 > a2. So we have that u e F1 and u2 > a2 which is impossible. If z ' < a x then there is a 0 < t < 1 such that w = tz + (1 -i)x satisfies w' = a' and w2 > a2 •aS2 ^ wS2 therefore we>42, but this is impossible as we have already shown. We have shown that every ye 4 2 satisfies yS3 ^ as\ Since aedomS3 x we have A2 c Af\ domS3 x cz À 3.
The sets {A1, A2}, {A2, A3} and {A3, A1} will be called pairs. Definition 1.7 . The pair {A',Aj} intersects maximally if': (1) À1 n iJ' 5¿ 0. (2) a! n aJ" t¿ 0. The number of pairs that intersect maximally will be denoted by miG). Lemma 1.8. Let i #7 and A' C\A' #0. A1 dp ^ and A' is? A1 if and only if {A',AJ} intersects maximally.
Proof. W.L.G. i = 2 and j = 3. If À3 => A2 or Â2 => A3 then a2 C\a3 = 0 and therefore {A2, A3} does not intersect maximally. Now suppose that A2 dp A3 and À3 dp A2. Let x2 and x3 receive their maxima in F1 at the points a and ß respectively. By 1.6: A2 d: J3 implies that aea3 and ^42 dp A3 implies that /Jea2. We haveX1) that F1 c a2 Ua3 and F1 Oa* # 0, k = 2,3. Since F1 is connected and F1 na3 and F1 Ha2 are closed we must have (F1 C\a2) niF1 Ha3) = F1 na2na35¿0.
From the proof of 1.8 we can conclude that: (1.9) if {A\ AJ} intersects maximally then Fk na' n aJ # 0 where {k} = N -{i,;}.
(0 Otherwise there is xe F1 n À2 n ^Í3. Let z^s2*-F°r sma11 ' > °> " = tz + 0 -0* satisfy h^x1 and u eD1, which is impossible. Proof. W.L.G. i = 2 and j = 3. We saw in the proof of 1.8 that a e F1 n a3 and ßeF1 C\a2. If a = ß then (a) holds. If a # ß we have the following possibilities for the relative positions of a3 and F1 :
(1) There is no x # a in a3 nF1, i.e., (aß} c A?. (2) There is an x ^= a in a3 OF1,and,therefore, by 1.10, F1 c a3.And similarly for a2 and F1 : (3) There is no y # /? in a2 n F1, i.e., [a/3) c= A2. (4) There is a j; ^ /? in a2 OF1 and therefore F1 c a2. Since F1 <= a2u a3 (1) and (3) cannot hold together. If (2) and (4) hold together then we have (b). If (1) and (4) hold together, then we have (cf). If (2) and (3) hold together then we have (c¡). We say that Fk has a-shape if (a) holds; similarly for (b), (c,) and (c,).
For xeA the following sets are defined: Q,(x) = [y.yeA, ySt ^ xs'}, T,(x) = {y\yeA,yl < x'} and R,(x) = A-T,(x). We remark that: so x^Slj> is impossible. Ifx1 > y1 and x^-S2.y or x^-S3y then x^-sj or x^-S37 respectively, which is impossible. If xl = yl then either x2< ß2 or x3 < a3. If x3 < a3 then, by 1.16, x £ A3. Since y3 = y3 = a3 > x3, if x^-y then x^S3j>, but this is impossible. Similarly if x2 < ß2 then x^-y is impossible. Proof. 1/ y e À1 n Rk(x) then yk ^ xk and there isa. zeA1 such that z£-Sl y. Since zk > ykze Rk(x). So we have z e Rk(x) n A1 = Rfc' (x) and therefore yeR'k(x). We have shown that R¡,(x) zo À' r\Rk(x). By 1.18 R'k(x) <= A1 r\Rk(x), so Â'k(x) = Àl r\Rk(x). In the following three subsections we shall prove :
Theorem. Every 3-P.C.G. G is solvable.
The proof will be by induction on m(G).
II. First part: m(G) = 0. In this subsection we show that every 3-P.C.G. G for which m(G) = 0 is solvable. We also prove some additional auxiliary lemmas :
Lemma ILL Let G be 3-P.C.G. If À1 nÀ2 = À2C\À3 = Â3 n À1 = 0 then the A-core is the solution of G.
Proof. Denote C = A -dom A. If x e A -C then there is a y e A that dominates it. There is an i such that y^-Six, i-e-> xeA'. By 1.5 there is a zea1 such that z (^-s,*-If z # C then z e /I ' where Z # i. There is an e > 0 such that S(z, e) O A c A'. But S(z,s) C\A '#0; therefore A1 (~\Al #0 which is impossible. We have shown that for every xeA -C there is a z e C such that z^-x. By 2.6 C is the only /1-stable set.
ILemma II.2. Let G be 3-P.C.G. Ifm(G) = 0 then the A-core is the solution ofG.
Proof. lfÂ1r\À2=Â2r\À3 =Â3r>Â1 = 0 then by II. 1 the 4-core is the solution of G. If it is not the case then, W.L.G., we assume that A2 C\A3^ 0. Since {A2, A3} does not intersect maximally we have that either Â3 => .42 or ^42 = A3. Proof. W.L.G. i = 2 and j = 3. We denote the ends of F1 by a and jS such that a2 > ß2. Since F1 has c3-shape we have (1) À2 n/^fa) = 0 and (2) [ßa) e A3. From (1) it follows that (3) ß2(/i) = 0. We show (4) [p» c ß|(ju). Let x e [p». (1) {A1, A1} intersects maximally, (2) Fkr\alnaJ <\z ¿* where {fc} = JV -{i,j}. We now formulate the induction hypothesis :
11.7. every 3-P.C.G. G for which m(G) g I -1 is solvable. Let G be 3-P.C.G.
for which m(G) -I. We have to prove that G is solvable. We distinguish between the following possibilities: 11.8. there is at least one pair that satisfies condition M. 11.9. there is no pair that satisfies condition M.
III. Second part: case II. 8. W.L.G. {^2,^3} satisfies condition M.Theendsof F1 will be denoted by a and ß such that a2 ^ ß2. F1 n a2 n a3 d: i1 therefore at least one of the ends is in a2 n a3 -A1. We shall prove that G is solvable when : (III.l) aea2 Ha3 -Â1. The proof when ßea2 Ha3 -À1 is similar to that in case (III.l). We shall distinguish three cases according to the three possible shapes ofF1 in case (III.l).
Ill.a. F1 has a-shape. By (III.l) and II.4 Qy(a) is solvable and if V solves it then (1) (1) it follows that A has a solution. If Qy(a) and Ry(a) are not independent then if V solves Qy(a) and W solves R^a) either (2) dom V n W ¿ 0 or (3) dom If n F # 0. From Ill.a and 1.17 it follows that (4) domRjia) nß1(a) = 0. By (4) we have that (3) is impossible. By (III.l) ae A -dom A therefore (5) ae W n V. From (2), (5) and 1.12 it follows that there is a z 5¿ a in V nA1. By 1.15 and due to Ill.a, we may assume that every ye A1 satisfies y2 S v-2-Let £ be a point where x3 receives its maximum(2) in V C\Al. If ue VryA1 then t,2 = u2 and Ç3 ^ u3 and therefore (6) dom SlÇ => dom Sl«. aeD3 -À3 therefore, by II.4, ß3(a) is solvable. If U solves ß3 (a) then by (4) we have that (7) dom U n V = 0. We remark that (8) ß3(a) nA3 c {x: x2 = a2}. Let x1 receive its maximum in U C\A3 at the point n. We define: v = (n1, e -n1 -Ç3, Ç3). By 1.12 and (6) we have that (9) Ry (a) -dom V = Rt(a) (2) Observe that a solution of a compact set is compact, see [3, Theorem 3] .
[February -domSl£ = ß3(a)U{x: xeRyia), x3 ^ Ç3}. By (8) we have that (10) ß2(ce) -dom U = Q2ia)-doms¡n= {x:xeß2(a), x1^ n1}. Combining (1), (9) and (10) we have (11) A -dom(L7 U V) = {x:xe^, xS2 ^ vS2}. If v M then from 1.4, (11) , (9) and (7) it follows that U U V solves A. Suppose now that veA. We define Vy = (a1, e -a1-£ 3,C3). By 1.16 we have that (12) 0 = A2 r\ Q2 (vi) => A2 n ß2(v). ßi(a) U ß3(a) c Ä2(v) therefore by (12) and 1.12 we have (13) (1) and (3) we have that (4) Ryia) -domR^a) => [ap1]. We also have that (5) Tyia) -domRyiot) = T^a) -dom{a,0} = {x:xe T^a), x2^ a2,x3 ^ ß3}.
Define p = (e -a2 -j33,a2, ¿?3).
III.b.1. p M-By 1.4 we have that (6) {x:xSl ^ ps'} n A = 0. By (2) and II.l the /^(oO-core is the solution of Ryia). By (4), (5) and (6) III.c. F1 ftas c3-shape. As in Ill.a, we have that /?i(a) is solvable and if ßx(a) and /^(a) are independent then G is solvable. If ßi(a) and Ryia) are not independent and F solves ß1(a)and WRyia) then either dom V n W^0oi dom W nF#0.
III.c. 1. There exist F0 and W0 such that domF0 n W0 ¥= 0. aeW0 therefore there must be a z # a in VQ O A1. We have that either z3 = a3 or z2 = a2.
III.c.1.1. z3 = a3. In this case we have that (1) ye A1 implies y3 ^ z3. Let x2 take its maximum in V0 C\ A1 at the point £. Define v = (a1,^2, e -a1 -£2). From (1) it follows that (2) Rx(a) -domV0 = Q2(a)\J{x:xeA, xSl ^ vS3}. By II.5 there is a solution U of ß2(a) such that U n F1 = {a} ; it follows that (3) dom U n Qx(a) = 0. If v $ A then U U V0 is a solution of G. If v e A then v e D3 -A3, so ß3(v) r\A3 = 0. It follows that (4) dorn Q3(v) n (ß2(a) U ßj(a)) = 0. We also have that (5) dom U n ß3(v) = 0. Now if Ux is a solution of ß3(v) then, combining (2) , (3), (4) and (5), we have that V0 U U u Ux is a solution of G.
III.c.1.2. z2 = a2. We now have that ye A1 implies y2 ^ a2. We show that we may suppose : (*) there is no u e A3 such that u2 = a2 and u1 > a. \ If (*) fails then F2 has ¿-shape and {A1, A3} satisfies condition M, so by IH.b G is solvable. We also notice that: (* *) if &eA, ê2 = a2, ê3 ^ /?3 and J solves ß^tf) then J u [a??] solves ßx(a). Now if (*) holds and U is a solution of ß3(a) then dorn U n (ôi(a) U ß2(a)) = 0. Let V solve ßj(a). We denote by p(V) the point where x3 takes its maximum in A1 n V. The point where x3 takes its maximum in A1 n {x:xl = a1} is denoted by £. L7 denotes a fixed solution of ß3(a). We remark that a e U.
III.c. There is a y eF3 such that y 2= a2. Let 1? = y. If F3 has a-shape then &eal and there is no u e A1 that satisfies u3 = #3 and «2 > #2. So we can choose k = 1 and i = 2. If F3 has not a-shape then ß\ > a2. If F3 has b-shape and y = ß3 then there is no u e 4 * such that u3 = -&3, and u2>&2 and we can choose fc = 1 and i = 2. If y ^ ß3 then we have that ß3ea2 r\a* and every x e F1 satisfies x2 < jß3. By IV.2.1.1. we may take k = 3 and i = 2. If F3 has c2-shape then &ea 'and if w e^4, u3 = #3 and u2>fî2 then uei2.
So we can take fc = 1 and i = 2. If F3 has q-shape and y = ß3 we choose fc = 1 and i = 2. If y 7^ ß3 then we have that /?3 e a 2 n a ' and every xeF1 satisfies x2 < ß2. By IV.2.1.1. we can choose k = 3 and / = 2.
IV.2.1.3. Every yeF3 satisfies y2 > a2. If F has a, borc^shapethenwehave that ß\ ^ a2, ß3ea2 Ha1 and every xeF1 satisfies x2 < ß\. By IV.2.1.1, we can choose fc = 3 and i = 2. Now suppose that F3 has c2-shape. Let x1 take its maxi-
